
Rate d  L i ve  Lo go



LOGO

The Rated logo is comprised of a 
wordmark and pictorial mark 
design which can be used in a 
combination or seperated format  
accordingly to material.

The design takes into account, 
both concepts of playful 
nostalgia and structured 
futurism, sitting in a crossroad 
representing all categories of 
fashion.

Rated Wordmark Logo “We R Live” Icon Logo

“We R Live with Rated” Logo “Rated Live” Logo



COLOUR

The logo is to be predominently 
used in the Rated Orange. The 
young playfulness of the colour is 
also reflective of our audience 
demographic, chosen to capture 
attention and envoke energy and 
happiness. 

The Logo may also be used in an 
off black but only with Rated 
orange present on a backdrop or 
box.

The Rated Orange must always 
be present. 

Rated Orange
RGB: 255 108 16
HEX: ff6c10
CMYK: 0 68 91 0

Off Black
RGB: 28 28 28
HEX: 1c1c1c
CMYK: 76 66 60 81



CLEARING SPACE

The minimum clear space differs 
between the two logos. 

The ‘Rated Live’ logo is to have a 
minimum space using the ‘We R 
Live’ icon size on the logo itself. 
This is to be spaced 
accordingingly to the rectangle 
shape of the inner part of the 
logo as shown. The icon spacing 
uses the whole logo on the top 
and right side and then half of 
the logo vertical on the left and a 
horizontal half on the bottom.   

The minimum clear space on the 
‘We R Live with Rated’ logo is the 
D letter from the logo itself.



ON COLOUR

When the logo is placed on 
colour, only the following brand 
colours to ensure visibility and 
brand recognition. 

When placing the logo over 
imagery, avoid placing it over 
busy backgrounds or coloured 
areas that would reduce the 
visibilty and legibility of the logo. 
Placing in a coloured box is an 
alternative option to ensure 
visibilty.



DO’S AND DON’TS

No fantasy
No bullsh*t

These are the 2 main 
formats of the logo to 
be used across physi-
cal and digital assets

Only this format of 
the logo can be 
rotated.



DO’S AND DON’TS

Off black variation of the 
logo is only to be used 
when on a Rated orange 
box or background.

When  the logo is placed in a 
corner, it is always placed in 
the bottom right hand 
corner. 

Logo pattern can be used 
ornomentally in a minimal 
manner on assets when main 
logo isn’t present .



DO’S AND DON’TS

Logo must never be used in white - with or 
without a Rated orange box or background.

Logo assets must never be obscured or stretched.

Do not use Rated logo 
pattern excessively.

Never rotate 
this logo format.

Never cut 
off logo



Logo assets must never be obscured or stretched. DO’S AND DON’TS

Logo mustn’t be placed on a busy or bright 
background that compromises visibilty.


